Abstract--The
where In the standard linage decompression method, the reconstructed image is given by
where the inverse quantization maps the indices to the reconstruction points. Since quantization is a many-to-one operation, many ira--ages map into the same compressed representation. The operation of the quantizer is assumed to be noise free; that is, a given image z will be compressed to the same corn--pressed representation y every time. Tile conditional probability for the noise free quantizer can be described by
the MAP estimation in (4) can be written as the constrained optimization problem
ZEZ where Z is the set of images which compress to y (i.e.
B. Image model
For a model of a "good"
10]. This model has been shown to successfully model both the smooth regions and discontinuities present in images.
A Gibbs distribution is used to explicitly write the distribution of MRF's.
A Gibbs distribution is any distribution which can be expressed in the form In this research a special form of the MRF is used which has this very desirable property. This model is characterized by a special form of the Gibbs distribution
where k is a scalar constant that is greater than zero, d_.
is a collection of linear operators and the function PT(') is given by 
where A/',_,,_ consists of the eight nearest neighbors of the pixel located at (m, n) and N is tile dimension of the image. Across discontinuities this measure is large, but the relative importance of the measure at such a point is reduced because of the the use of the Huber function.
The MAP estimate can now be written as
ZEZ cEC to find the steepest direction g(k) towards the minimum ) v-" ,,., (k),.,
\cEC / cEC where p'T(U) is the first derivative of the Huber function. The size of the step a (k) is chosen as
This choice of step size is based on selecting the optimal step size for a quadratic approximation to the nonquadratic function in (15). Since this is an approximation, the value of the objective function may increase if the step size is too large. To avoid this potential problem, the value of a (k) is divided by 2 until the step size is small enough that the value of the objective function is decreased. Since the updated estimate w (k+_),
may fall outside the constraint space Z, w (k+l) is projected onto Z to give the image estimate at the (k+ 1)-th iteration
In projecting the image w (k+l) onto the constraint space Z, we are finding the point z (k+l) E Z for which IIz (k+l) -w(k+l)ll is a minimum. If w (k+l) E Z, then z (k+l) = w ok+l) and IIz (k+l)-w(k+l)ll = 0. Since H is unitary,
and the projection can be carried out in the transform domain.
The form of Pz is dependent on the quantizer Q. The projection operators T'z for scalar and vector quantization are described in the following subsections.
A. Scalar quantization
The scaler quantizer is a partition of the real number line 7_ and is defined by its breakpoints. 
then index i is transmitted.
The compressed representation
y is the set of indices for all the transform coefficients.
Projection to the constraint space is rathersimplefor scalar quantization. Tofindthetransform coefficients # in To project the vector w to cell i, it is necessary to find the point in cell i which is closest to w . The easy case occurs when w itself is in cell i since t* = w. In the more _ difficult case where w is closer to some other codevector, the projection point _ will be on the boundary of cell i. The first step in projecting w to lZ is to move from w to the boundary of cell i. The next step is to move along the boundary to/z . (2 is the point in this hyperplane which is closest to w and can also be found as the intersection of a line
with a hyperplane. Both (1 and (2 will be in this hyper- 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the resultsof usingthe proposed postprocessing method areshown forimages compressed using scalar quantization ofblockDCTandusingvector quantizationofsubband wavelet transform.
A. Scalar quantizalion
The 
B. Vector quanttzatzon
The "Lenna" image was decomposed in the manner of 
